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We will weave your logo and design to the highest quality standards. 

The result?
 A distinctive towel that will make your brand stand out from the crowd.

 With the widest choice in weaving techniques, sizes and weights, we are sure to satisfy
the needs of the most discerning customers. 
For the purpose of producing quality jacquard towels,  100% pure otton  only c  is used.

Additionally, all terry cotton products are manufactured in accordance with the OEKO TEX 
certifications standard.

JACQUARD WOVEN 
TOWEL COLLECTION
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jACQUARD BORDER TOWELS

The weaving process enables an area of flat fabric to be woven into the hem of the towel. 
It is into this flat fabric that the design is woven. Up to 5 colours can be used. 

The advantage of the jacquard border towel is that it’s more cost effective than embroidery. 
Additionally, the woven design is considerably more defined.

Jacquard border towels are best suited for logos and texts adopting the configuration of a 
rectangle or for long and narrow logos. 
This way, the logo and texts can be well accommodated.

RELIEF WOVEN TOWELS

These are also known as high-low pile and embossed jacquard.
There is no limit to the size and positioning of the logo on the towel.

The logo and texts appear as a flat surface where the terry loops are missing.
These towels can be unicolour or multicolour. 
We use twisted two ply terry to allow for a more exact reproduction of the image.
We can visually sharpen and improve the reproduction of the logo by having the
surface of the towel sheared with the result of a velour finish.
The reverse side of the towel will retain the standard terry texture loops and remains
fully absorbent.
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BI / MULTI COLOUR JACQUARD TOWELS

Two colour and multi colour jacquard woven towels are the most popular choice.

By weaving from two or more yarn colours, an amazing and visually attractive
looking towel can be created.
With an incredibly large branding area, the towel will be a “walking billboard”. 
These towels can be combined with relief woven motifs, woven borders,
jacquard woven hems / edges, embroidery and so on. 

These towels are normally limited to 2 colours. 
More colours are possible depending on the design and positioning of the logo.
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OPTIONAL VELOUR FINISH

The terry loops can be “cropped” or “sheared”.
The result?

 soft velour finish.A

The purpose of this is to allow the woven
design to show up better with more definition.
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JACQUARD GOLF TOWELS

All types of golf towels to include tri fold
and velour finish.

JACQUARD BAR TOWELS

We guarantee the finest quality 
at unbeatable prices.
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JACQUARD BEACH TOWELS

A huge selection of beach towels are on offer from printed through to jacquard woven
towels.
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EMBROIDERED TOWELS

An ideal option when you need the absolute minimum order quantity from only 50 units. 

Embroidered logos are the most exclusive, highly personal opportunity for communicating 
your image at the most attractive value for money rates, even for small runs.
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PLAIN DYED TOWELS

With the widest choice in sizes and weights, we are sure
to satisfy any of your needs.
For the purpose of producing maximum quality plain dyed
towels, we use use single / double yarn and 100% pure Cotton.

Have your towels dyed today with azo-free reactive dyes that are
friendlier to the environment.



PRINTED TOWELS

We have you covered when it comes to printed towels.
An amazing range of towels awaits you, all designed specifically to meet your needs and
in over 12 sizes and different weights.

From minimum order quantities of only 100 units and no set up charges, who better
to use than us?

We offer FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE.
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QUALITY AND 
VALUE



ABOUT 300 DPI PRINTING

Features our all new unrivalled 300 DPI photo realistic output print! 

Have your towels printed with confidence, knowing they won't come
back all jaggy and blotchy. 

High definition grain free printing with fine details is now a reality for
spot colours and four colour process.
Excellent durability for both the towel and print. 
Wash and stay fast prints!

STUNNING
PRINT QUALITY
STUNNING

TWIN FACE VELOUR TOWELS

Currently the worlds best printed towel. From only 100 units in over 8 different sizes.
No set up charges exist making these towels a viable and excellent choice.
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PRINTED BORDER TOWELS

Manufactured with 100 % pure virgin cotton with a soft hand and great absorbency. 
The terry towel is white and has a flat border into which the logo is printed. 
Over 5 different sizes are available in 450 gr/m2 weight.

FIBER REACTIVE PRINTED TOWELS

100% classic cotton printed towels.
We use inks that actually form a covalent bond with the fabric.
They will not fade, either in the sun or through the wash, nor will the inks wash out. 
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BATHROBES

A large selection of bathrobes are on offer.
Choose between kimono, shawl collar and
hooded bathrobes in any colour and size.

Best of all, our bathrobes are custom made
to order from only 150 units.

HOTEL AND SPA

We produce hotel and resort towels that last and that's a fact.
The whole purpose is to have a towel that can withstand repeated washing and bleaching. 
In this case we offer oustanding quality and value for money.

As an option we can offer anti bacterial towels which have shown to continue working 
(killing microbes – reducing garment smell) on textiles for al least 50 washes.
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LINEN TEA TOWELS

Classic English tea towels with 
digital print quality.

SPORTS TOWELS

Thick and thirsty towels that soak up all the sweat.
Over 6 different sizes exist with optional aluminium
spring loaded carabiner.

OSHIBORI /
HOSPITALITY TOWELS

An oshibori is a wet cotton hand towel offered to 
customers in places such as restaurants, trade 
shows and corporate events. 
They are used to clean one's hands before eating
or simply to refresh oneself.

We now offer unicolour relief woven oshibori 
towels which are being successfuly used at events
and trade shows.
Plus oshibori towel heaters are also available!
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TERRY SLIPPERS

You choose the design, we will
produce them to your requirements.
Quality and value for money is what 
we are about, not forgetting your 
peace of mind.

From only 500 pairs full custom made.

With anti slip sole and embroidery for
branding.
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Many quality types
are available to
include promo and 
premium.
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ZERO TWISTED TOWELS

Commonly known to our customers as FLUFFY towels, these are made with specially long
fibers that are woven into extraordinarily long loops with less twist on the yarn.  
These loops are comprised of 120 fibers, compared to 30 to 40 for a regular terry towel. 
This high fiber count not only looks and feels fantastic, it also provides extreme absorption
at 250% faster than a regular cotton towel.

Zero twisted towels
are exceptionally soft, 
absorbent, quick drying 
and non-linting. 

The staple is longer and 
superior than the common
used qualities of Egyptian
Cotton.

The towels are dyed with 
azo-free reactive dyes that 
are eco friendly.
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MICROFIBER TOWELS

Microfiber has revolutionized the towel industry by providing better cleaning, higher 
quality and longer lasting towels than previously thought possible. 
Microfiber is an extremely small, synthetic fiber approximately 1/100th the diameter 
of a human hair. 
Microfiber is primarily constructed from a blend of two materials, polyester and polyamide. 

We offer full custom
made microfiber towels
dyed in any colour, made
to any size and weight.

Microfiber towels are
commonly packaged
with a branded carton
sleeve and individually
placed into poly bags.

Blankets can also be
made.
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LABELS                                                   

For full custom made towelling, a free printed
label is supplied. 
Our recommendation is a high definition /
density woven label.
Such labels enhance the overall appeal and 
value of the towel.
Other options include continuous tape, laser 
cut labels and raised rubber labels.

HANG TAGS

Discover an amazing assortment of hang tags full custom made to order.
Varying size options and uniquely die cut shapes are available to suit a 
whole range of garments.

Choose from an ample range of durable coated stocks like silk matt
laminate, gloss, pulp and recycled carton to best suit your brand. 
Many speciality branding techniques exist, for example hot foil
blocking, foiling, distressing, embossing and others. 
We have all the rings, strings, and metal eyelets you will need to 
create your full custom made hang tag.

TOWEL PACKAGING 

Towels are packaged as standard into
transparent poly bags.

Full custom packaging is available to
include zipper bags, carton sleeves 
and die cut boxes.
Incredibly, the minimum order for full
custom made packaging is 250 units.

CARTON SLEEVES

POLY BAGSZIPPER BAGS DIE CUT BOXES
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CONTACT US
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